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AI Research, BBC R&D

We are a team of 20+ people across four strands of research: speech-to-text, computer vision, recommendations, 
natural language processing

Past work: tag suggestion systems, sentiment analysis, comment moderation.

Explored GPT-3 in 2021, committed more effort to LLMs in 2022.

Current work:
• Podcast chapterisation
• Semantic search of BBC content
• Ongoing LLM research



Automatic podcast chapterisation

Shareable and searchable smaller units of content

• Accurate podcast transcripts

• Segmented by topic

• With consistent summaries and tags

Focus on subset of programmes to begin with (9916 eps), 
including PM, Football Daily, Newscast, Woman’s Hour



• OpenAI Whisper

– Huge improvement over previous 
systems

– Still subject to hallucinations and 
punctuation dropping

– American English

• Punctuation recovery system

Automatic podcast chapterisation
Step 1: Speech to text

Good morning. It's day four of the Woman's Hour Takeover 
2018, and today's guest editor is Katie Price. She came 
to prominence in her late teens as Jordan, the glamour 
model, and went on to make a substantial living with her 
autobiographies, novels, fashion ranges and reality TV. 
She's been married three times and has a new boyfriend. 
You may have seen pictures of them together on holiday 
in Thailand in yesterday's press. She has five children, 
and the last time we spoke, it was to discuss her 
struggles to find a suitable school for her son, Harvey, 
who's blind and disabled. So, Katie, how's Harvey doing 
now? Harvey's brilliant, right? He's so funny, …



• Explored GPT3, GPT4 and Yuzu (internal)

• Semantically analyse text

Automatic podcast chapterisation
Step 2: Segment by topic

“segment 1”: "Good morning. It's day four of the Woman's Hour Takeover 2018, and 
today's guest editor is Katie Price. She came to prominence in…”

“segment 2”: "Well, the Government has asked the Law Commission to review the 
law to establish whether there's enough protection for…”

“segment 3”: "Why would one of the world's most photographed women want a 
cameraman to identify himself? Or camerawoman, of course…”

“segment 4”: "And if you're Staying at home, I will guarantee you'll hear mention of 
Alton Towers, Thorpe Park, Chesington, Blackpool…”



• Generate titles and summaries

– GPT3, GPT4, T5, T5 podcast model

• Add topic tags

– Starfruit (internal)

Automatic podcast chapterisation
Step 3: Add metadata

“segment 1”: "Good morning. It's day four of the Woman's Hour…”
“title 1”: “Introduction”
“summary 1”: “Katie Price discusses her life, thoughts on theme park rides for 
disabled individuals, controlling paparazzi, and her desire to use her status to help 
people. She also shares an update on her son Harvey's progress and schooling.”
“labels 1”: “Katie Price”, “Theme parks”, “Paparazzi”

“segment 2”: "Well, the Government has asked the Law Commission…”
“title 2”: “Online Abuse as Criminal Offense”
“summary 2”: “Professor David Ormrod QC and Katie Price discuss whether online 
abuse should become a criminal offense and the need for better protection for 
victims. They examine the current laws and consider the challenges posed by the 
online world.”
“labels 2”: “David Ormrod”, “Online abuse”, “Cyberbullying”
.
.
.



• Researched and calculated for 200 podcasts text evaluation 
metrics for each model

• Performed human evaluation on 5 podcasts

LLMs for summarisation
Objective: given a chapterised podcast transcript, create chapter summaries

GPT-3 GPT-4 T5 base T5 large T5 podcast 
model

4.2 5 1.4 1.4 1.8

Metric GPT-3 GPT-4 T5 base T5 large T5 podcast 
model

ROUGE-1 F1 0.32 0.3 0.31 0.3 0.32
ROUGE-2 F1 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.08
ROUGE-L F1 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.14 0.15
ROUGE-L sum F1 0.26 0.25 0.22 0.21 0.23
ROUGE-1 precision 0.42 0.38 0.31 0.3 0.32
ROUGE-2 precision 0.1 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.08
ROUGE-L precision 0.21 0.19 0.15 0.15 0.15
ROUGE-L sum precision 0.35 0.32 0.23 0.22 0.24
ROUGE-1 recall 0.27 0.26 0.32 0.31 0.33
ROUGE-2 recall 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.08
ROUGE-L recall 0.13 0.13 0.16 0.15 0.16
ROUGE-L sum recall 0.23 0.22 0.23 0.22 0.24
BLEU 5.25 5.24 6.84 5.44 6.86
BERT score 0.85 0.85 0.82 0.82 0.82
BART score -3.63 -3.64 -3.79 -3.83 -3.72
BLEURT -0.6 -0.55 -0.77 -0.75 -0.67



Document name/team name if relevant

Two step approach on BBC podcast dataset

• Pretraining (encoder): roberta-base

• Fine-tuning (encoder + LSTM): BiLSTM-CRF (bidirectional long-short-term-memory + conditional random field)

As per Iacopo Ghinassi, QMUL, Unsupervised Text Segmentation via Deep Sentence Encoders

Text segmentation: BiLSTM
Objective: given a transcript, split it into chapters, based on the topics discussed.

F1 Pk Wd BFI

0.676 0.115 0.176 0.724

Woman’s Hour

Reference to SOTA Pk from Iacopo’s paper



First look (more effort required!)

Two step approach:

• Chapterise transcript by topic, output as 
JSON.

• Fix JSON

Found an inconsistent number of segments

Very poor scores

Text segmentation: GPT-4
Objective: given a transcript, split it into chapters, based on the topics discussed.



Document name/team name if relevant

But results aren’t necessarily  wrong. E.g. GPT-4 returns 13 segments:

Good morning. As President Trump arrives in Britain | Impact of Brett Kavanaugh's Nomination…

A film about bullying, and the effect… | Film about Bullying

Putney is a novel about an abusive relationship… | Putney Novel

And cooking the perfect dishes from… | Palestinian Kitchen

As you may have heard in the news, a disease that's been… | Mycoplasma Genitalium

So what are its symptoms and how can it be… | Symptoms and Diagnosis

So how is it now tested, then? Well, it’s… | Testing for MG      (and so on…)

Groundtruth returns 3: Intro, Mycoplasma Genitalium, Trump

Text segmentation: GPT-4
Objective: given a transcript, split it into chapters, based on the topics discussed.



Challenges: 

• Limited by groundtruth data
– What is a chapter?

– More data needed

• Transcripts are long, maximum token length of LLMs is not [max 8k for now]

– Tried chunking the transcript
– Limits it to zero-shot learning

• How good is good enough? 

– Will it create infeasible extra work for human-in-the-loop? 

Segmentation challenges





Primo is a platform for running Haystack on a database of documents.

• Platform allows users to:

– Create and share projects

– Add resources to projects

• Initial functionality:

– Semantic and lexical search

– Question and Answer

Primo: a platform for journalist research



Primo: semantic search
iPlayer metadata

• facebook/dpr-ctx_encoder-single-nq-base for the content (long)
• facebook/dpr-question_encoder-single-nq-base for the queries (short)

https://huggingface.co/facebook/dpr-ctx_encoder-single-nq-base
https://huggingface.co/facebook/dpr-question_encoder-single-nq-base


Primo: semantic search
Podcast segments



Primo: Question and Answering
News collections

deepset/tinyroberta-squad2

https://huggingface.co/deepset/tinyroberta-squad2


Semantic search
Evaluation

• Human evaluation of a few models so far

• Quantitative evaluation required at larger scale

• Extracted test data from BBC Search query logs

• Compare search query clicks and predictions

• Test a wider range of available models



What could a GPT-BBC look like?

Fine-tuned GPT-J on 600k BBC News articles and topics tagsFine tuned on BBC data:
• Improve performance on tasks 

we’re interested in

Style transfer

• Bespoke for our definition of 
“good”



What could a GPT-BBC look like?

Journalist 100% Southampton, 
Hampshire

GPT-J(6B) 21% Southampton, 
Southampton city 
council, death, Mark 
Williams, Apex Prime 
Care, cancer, blind, 
disorientation

GPT-BBC 62% Southampton, 
Hampshire, Blindness 
and visual-impairment

Fine tuned on BBC data:
• Improve performance on tasks 

we’re interested in

Style transfer

• Bespoke for our definition of 
“good”

F1



What could a GPT-BBC look like?
An LLM fine-tuned on BBC data and hosted in-house

Fine tuned on BBC data:
• Improve performance on tasks 

we’re interested in

Style transfer

• Bespoke for our definition of 
“good”



What could a GPT-BBC look like?

Fine tuned on BBC data:
• Improve performance on tasks 

we’re interested in

Style transfer

• Bespoke for our definition of 
“good”

Hosted in house:

• Can evaluate properly

• Avoid sharing our data with 
external companies



Thank you

Tamsin Nooney tamsin.nooney@bbc.co.uk
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